Work Completed – Phase 1 Bridge Deck

In the summer of 2012, Cianbro Corporation and their subcontractors completed the concrete bridge deck overlay placements for Phase 1. The Phase 1 bridge deck comprises half of the total width of the proposed bridge.
Work Completed – Phase 2 Pier Concrete Work

Phase 2 constructs the westerly half of the bridge including the construction of one additional support column and an additional section of the pier cap. Phase 2 Pier concrete work was completed in the fall of 2012 and is ready to receive the structural steel girders.
Work Completed – Trestle Removal
The temporary work trestle, which provided access for the Phase 1 bridge construction was removed upon the completion of the Phase 2 piers.
Work Underway – Phase 2 Structural Steel Erection

Work began in December of 2012 constructing the westerly half of the bridge including 3 additional steel girders which will be erected from the Phase 1 bridge deck. This work will continue into March of 2013.
Work Underway – Phase 2 Newington Abutment

The last major concrete foundation piece that needs to be completed is the Phase 2 Abutment Wall on the Newington side of the bridge. This work is currently underway.
Work Continuing – Dover Side Roadwork
Severino Construction completed a majority of the Dover roadway approach work in 2012. 2013 will include the completion of pavement construction and final roadway details.
Work Continuing – Newington Side Roadwork
Severino Construction completed a portion of the embankment construction on the Newington side of the bridge in 2012. 2013 will include the completion of the roadway embankment, pavement construction and final roadway details.
Work Continuing – Hilton Drive Reconstruction

In late 2012, Severino Construction completed a major portion of the Hilton Drive reconstruction including pavement, fencing and curbing installations. 2013 will include final completion of the roadway with opening to traffic anticipated for late summer to early fall.
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• Upcoming work:

  – **Bridge**:  
    • Completion of Newington Abutment concrete.  
    • Continuation of the Phase 2 Structural Steel Erection.  

  – **Roadwork**:  
    • Roadway contractor will be shut down for the winter.